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to 
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Muscat, Oman, 27–28 May 2008 

Dear Colleagues, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

It gives me great pleasure to send you this message on the occasion of the Eighth 

Global Vaccinology International Forum, which I regret I am unable to attend this year. I 

would like to thank the Infections Control World Organization, for their efforts to  

disseminate the latest developments in vaccines and vaccinology through this annual 

forum. My thanks go in particular to Dr Edouard Kurstak, for inviting the WHO Eastern 

Mediterranean Region to participate in this important conference. 

Dear Colleagues, 

The progress made over the past three decades in the area of vaccines and 

immunization is really wonderful. The development of recombination and conjugation 

techniques has resulted in the production of safer and more potent vaccines, such as 

vaccines against Haemophilus influenzae b, Streptococcus pneumoniae and hepatitis B, 

which are effective even in early infancy when pathogens can cause the most damage. 

We have witnessed as well the development of new technologies and techniques that 

have simplified the integration of new vaccines into national immunization programmes. 

Combination vaccines, for example, reduce the number of injections that infants must 

receive during the same session and the risk of unsafe injection practices, and have been 
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instrumental in raising parents’ trust in and adherence to infant immunization in many 

countries.  

Moreover, thanks to recent break-throughs in the area of genomics, molecular 

biology, chemical engeneering and other important domains, immunization is becoming 

an important tool in cancer prevention as well. With the development of HepB vaccine 

and more recently HPV vaccine, against human papilloma virus, prevention of an 

important proportion of liver and cervical cancers became a reality; and today, we are 

quite sure that this only the start and that soon more and more diseases can be defeated.   

Dear Colleagues,  

Despite such progress, around 25% of the children in the world are still not 

benefiting from even those vaccines commonly-termed “classic” vaccines. This is a great 

shame, especially when we consider that most of these children live in areas and 

conditions where vaccine preventable-diseases are at the top of the list of childhood killer 

diseases and, hence, are children most in need of immunization. In addition, research to 

develop safe and effective vaccines against tuberculosis, AIDS and malaria has been 

moving slowly, mainly due to the reluctance of profit-oriented vaccine manufacturers to 

invest in production of vaccines that would be used mostly by poor countries that might 

not be able to afford them. 

 In addition to these two challenges, the global community is confronted today by 

another major issue, represented by the high price of new vaccines, such as the rotavirus, 

pneumo coccal and HPV vaccines. Price currently consitutes a major constaint on the 

introduction of vaccines in several countries and widens the inequity gap between 

developed and developing countries. With the recent commitment by the GAVI Alliance 

to support the introduction of rotavirus and pneumococcal vaccines in poor countries, a 

major proportion of this constraint will be solved. However, this will not be enough, as 

we will be left with a significant number of countries, represented by the middle-income 

countries, and in particular the low middle-income countries, that will also not be able to 

offer these life-saving vaccines to their children. According to the World Bank, there are 

currently 36 countries with a gross national income between 1000 and 3595 US dollars 

per capita, grouped under the category of low-middle income countries. Most of these 

countries belong to the WHO Americas Region (9), Western Pacific Region (8), Eastern 
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Mediterranean Region (7) and European Region (6). It is important to realize that the 30 

million children born every year in these low-middle income countries will have 

practically no chance of being protected against pneumococcal and rotavirus diseases.  

Concerned by this prospect, WHO recently formed, following request by the 

Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean, a global task force, the main mission of 

which is to propose practical ways to solve this issue of equity and ensure access to new 

vaccines to children living in middle-income countries. In parallel, the Regional Office 

has initiated other mechanisms aimed at raising the awareness of national governments 

and decision-makers about the importance of investing in these new vaccines. Regional 

surveillance networks for rotavirus and pneumococcal invasive diseases have been 

established in order to support evidence-based decision-making in countries to improve 

the priority-stting, while vaccine-pooled procurement is also being explored.  

Dear Colleagues, 

I am sure you will agree with me that our role as a global community is not only to 

invent new technologies and develop new vaccines, but also to make sure that all children 

in the world have access to one of their basic rights, the right to immunization. Our role is 

to set up efficient and sustainable systems that ensure that vaccines are regularly 

delivered to all children, even those who are living in the most remote and inaccessible 

areas. Our role is to convince politicians, particularly in the developing world, that 

investing in immunization is one of the most cost-effective ways to build their country’s 

economy and prosperity. Our role is to demonstrate, to policy-makers, the uncountable 

benefits of immunization.  

Dear colleagues 

Once again, I wish to express my sincere gratitude to Dr Edouard Kurstak, to the 

Infections Control World Organization, as well as to all of you for your efforts in 

promoting this precious and extremely promising domain that is vaccines and 

immunization. I wish you all success in your deliberations and a pleasant stay in Muscat. 

Thank you. 

 


